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  QUESTION 140What are two possible reasons why a scheduled nightly backup of ISE to a FTP repository would fail? (Choose

two.) A.    ISE attempted to write the backup to an invalid path on the FTP server.B.    The ISE and FTP server clocks are out of

sync.C.    The username and password for the FTP server are invalid.D.    The server key is invalid or misconfigured.E.    TCP port

69 is disabled on the FTP server. Answer: AC QUESTION 141Which two statements about MAB are true? (Choose two.) A.    It

requires a preexisting database of the MAC addresses of permitted devices.B.    It is unable to control network access at the edge.C.  

 If MAB fails, the device is unable to fall back to another authentication method.D.    It is unable to link the IP and MAC addresses

of a device.E.    It is unable to authenticate individual users. Answer: AE QUESTION 142Which type of access list is the most

scalable that Cisco ISE can use to implement network authorization enforcement for a large number of users? A.    downloadable

access listsB.    named access listsC.    VLAN access listsD.    MAC address access lists Answer: A QUESTION 143When you

select Centralized Web Auth in the ISE Authorization Profile, which two components host the web authentication portal? (Choose

two.) A.    ISEB.    the WLCC.    the access pointD.    the switchE.    the endpoints Answer: BD QUESTION 144What is the default

posture status for non-agent capable devices, such as Linux and iDevices? A.    UnknownB.    ValidatedC.    DefaultD.    Compliant

Answer: D QUESTION 145Your guest-access wireless network is experiencing degraded performance and excessive latency due to

user saturation. Which type of rate limiting can you implement on your network to correct the problem? A.    per-deviceB.   

per-policyC.    per-access pointD.    per-controllerE.    per-application Answer: A QUESTION 146You are installing Cisco ISE on

nodes that will be used in a distributed deployment. After the initial bootstrap process, what state will the Cisco ISE nodes be in? A. 

  RemoteB.    Policy serviceC.    AdministrationD.    Standalone Answer: D QUESTION 147What three changes require restarting

the application service on an ISE node? (Choose three.) A.    Registering a node.B.    Changing the primary node to standalone.C.   

Promoting the administration node.D.    Installing the root CA certificate.E.    Changing the guest portal default port settings.F.   

Adding a network access device. Answer: ABC QUESTION 148Which default identity source is used by the

MyDevices_Portal_Sequence identity source sequence? A.    internal usersB.    guest usersC.    Active DirectoryD.    internal

endpointsE.    RADIUS servers Answer: A QUESTION 149What EAP method supports mutual certificate-based authentication? A. 

  EAP-TTLSB.    EAP-MSCHAPC.    EAP-TLSD.    EAP-MD5 Answer: C QUESTION 150Which two Active Directory

authentication methods are supported by Cisco ISE? (Choose two.) A.    MS-CHAPv2B.    PEAPC.    PPTPD.    EAP-PEAPE.    PPP

Answer: AB  Braindump2go Promise All 300-208 Questions and Answers are the Latest Updated,we aim to provide latest and
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